Supernatural
Anya's Ghost
Vera Brosgol
This ghoulishly compelling graphic novel proves that sometimes a ghost may not be a
girl’s best friend. Anya has just fallen down a well, which is right in keeping with her life
lately. Anya alternates between embarrassment by her Russian immigrant family, and
self-consciousness about her body. After Anya falls in the well, she meets a teen ghost,
Emily, who, unlike Anya's classmates, seems willing to befriend her. When Anya is rescued, Emily helps her with her social life. As Anya’s and Emily’s partnership continues, it
becomes apparent that Emily expects a reward. Will Anya pay a deadly price for her apparition-assisted climb up the social ladder?
Becoming Jinn
Lori Goldstein
Behind closed doors, sixteen-year-old Azra is learning how to harness her powers and
fulfill the obligations of her destiny. Mentored by her mother and her Zar "sisters," Azra
discovers she may not be quite like the rest of her circle of female Jinn ... and that her
powers could endanger them all.
The Blood Keeper
Tessa Gratton
Teenager Mab Prowd is perfectly content to practice blood magic on the secluded Kansas farm when she's lived all her life until one of her spells taps into a powerful, longdormant curse and she finds her magic spinning out of control.
The Complete Idiot’s Guide to the Paranormal
Nathan Robert Brown
Call Number: 130 B879
These spine-tingling accounts of hauntings, vampires, and other frightening phenomena
will keep you entertained and intrigued. Is this real or is it fantasy?
Dark Companion
Marta Acosta
Brought back to life and orphaned at the age of six, Jane Williams grows up in a series of
foster homes and wins a scholarship to the exclusive Birch Grove Academy, where dark
secrets abound.
The Darkest Minds
Alexandra Bracken
Sixteen-year-old Ruby breaks out of a government-run "rehabilitation camp" for teens
who acquired dangerous powers after surviving a virus that wiped out most American
children.

Etiquette & Espionage
Gail Carriger
Series: Finishing School
In an alternate England of 1851, spirited fourteen-year-old Sophronia is enrolled in a
finishing school where, she is surprised to learn, lessons include not only the fine arts
of dance, dress, and etiquette, but also diversion, deceit, and espionage.
Exorsistah
Claudia Burley
Seventeen-year-old Emme Vaughn, a homeless girl who can see demons, has a
chance to do God's work by assisting a disgraced priest, a nun, and handsome Francis
Rivers in performing exorcisms, but must first battle her personal demons.
Far Far Away
Tom McNeal
When Jeremy Johnson Johnson's strange ability to speak to the ghost of Jacob Grimm
draws the interest of his classmate, Ginger Boltinghouse, the two find themselves at
the center of a series of disappearances in their hometown.
Ghostopolis
Doug TenNapel
Imagine Garth Hale's surprise when he's accidentally zapped to the spirit world by
Frank Gallows, a washed-out ghost wrangler. Suddenly Garth finds he has powers the
ghosts don't have, and he's stuck in a world run by the evil ruler of Ghostopolis, who
would use Garth's newfound abilities to rule the ghostly kingdom.
The Glass Casket
McCormick Templeman
After the brutal murder of her cousin, everything changes for sixteen-year-old Rowan,
who must not only seek the evil forces responsible before they destroy her family and
village, but also set aside her studies when she becomes betrothed to her best friend,
Tom.
Haunted Ohio: Ghostly Tales from the Buckeye State
Chris Woodyard
Ghost stories collected from all over the state of Ohio.
The Head of the Saint
Socorro Acioli
Having arrived in Candeia, Brazil, starving and footsore, after walking sixteen days to
fulfill his dying mother's last wishes, young Samuel takes up residence in an enormous,
broken statue of Saint Anthony and finds that he can hearthe prayers of
the townspeople, despite his lack of faith.

Hotel Ruby
Suzanne Young
On the way to spend a summer with her grandmother after the sudden death of her mother, seventeen-year-old Audrey, her older brother Daniel, and their father happen upon
the Hotel Ruby, a luxurious place filled with unusual guests and little chance of ever leaving.
The Hour of the Bees
Lindsay Eagar
At first, twelve-year-old Carol is not happy to be spending the summer helping her parents
move her grandfather to an assisted living home, but as the summer wears on, she finds
herself drawn to him, fascinated by his amazing stories.
Hush, Hush
Becca Fitzpatrick
Series: Hush, Hush
High school sophomore Nora has always been very cautious in her relationships, but when
Patch, who has a dark side she can sense, enrolls at her school, she is mysteriously and
strongly drawn to him, despite warnings from her best friend, the school counselor, and her
own instincts.
In Dreams
Erica Orloff
When Iris discovers her father is actually the god of dreams, her recurring nightmares follow her into reality, and she must navigate her way through both the dream world and the
waking world and search for her mysterious dream man, Sebastian.
Lair of Dreams
Libba Bray
After a supernatural showdown with a serial killer, Evie O'Neill has outed herself as a Diviner and has become a media darling. In the meantime, a mysterious sleeping sickness has
hit New York City, and the Diviners must band together to find the cause and the cure.
Manifest
Artist Arthur
Series: The Mystyx, Book 1
Krystal Bentley is an outsider at her new high school in a small Connecticut town since she
hears the voice in her head of a dead teenage boy who becomes her confidant, so she
joins two other teens with unusual powers to solve his killing.
Paranormalcy
Kiersten White
Series: Paranormalcy
When a dark prophecy begins to come true, sixteen-year-old Evie of the International Paranormal Containment Agency must not only try to stop it, she must also uncover its connection to herself and the alluring shapeshifter, Lend.

The Secret Prophecy
Herbie Brennan
Faced with the death of his father and a growing international scandal, Em Governton
must uncover the secrets behind the Knights of Themis before it's too late.
Servants of the Storm
Delilah S. Dawson
After her best friend dies in a hurricane, high schooler Dovey discovers something even
more devastating--demons in her hometown of Savannah.
Shutter
Courtney Alameda
Seventeen-year-old Micheline Helsing is a tetrachcromat, able to see ghosts in color
and capture them on film, but when a routine hunt goes awry, Micheline's infected with
a curse known as a soulchain and if she's unable to exorcise the entity in seven days,
she'll be destroyed, body and soul.
Six of Crows
Leigh Bardugo
Six dangerous outcasts. One impossible heist. Kaz's crew is the only thing that might
stand between the world and destruction--if they don't kill each other first.
Slasher Girls and Monster Boys
Call Number: 813.08738 S631 2015
Inspired by classic tales and films, a collection of fourteen short stories ranging from
bloody horror, to psychological thrillers, to supernatural creatures.
Superhuman
Michael Carroll
A ragtag group of young superheroes takes on a powerful warrior who is transported
from 4,000 years in the past to enslave the modern world.
A Thousand Nights
E.K. Johnston
Lo-Melkhiin killed three hundred girls before he came to her village, so when she is taken to the king's dangerous court she believes death will soon follow, but night after
night Lo-Melkhiin comes to her and listens to the stories she tells, leading her to unlocking years of fear that have tormented and silenced the kingdom, and soon she is
dreaming of bigger, more terrible magic, power enough to save a king, if she can put an
end to rule of a monster.

Unhinged: a novel
A.G. Howard
Series: Splintered, Book 2
Life gets complicated once again for teenaged Alyssa when her mother returns home
from an asylum and the mysterious Morpheus tempts Alyssa with another dangerous
quest in the dark, challenging Wonderland.
Unravel Me
Tehereh Mafi
Juliette has escaped to Omega Point, the headquarters of the rebel resistance and a
safe haven for people with abilities like hers. She is finally free from The Reestablishment and their plans to use her as a weapon.
Velvet
Temple West
Orphaned before she was seventeen, aspiring designer Caitlin Holte is saved from a
supernatural force by Adrian, her "bad-boy" neighbor who, she learns, is a half-demon
vampire willing to serve as her bodyguard, but unable to protect her heart when Caitlin
falls in love with him.
Wake
Lisa McMann
Ever since she was eight years old, high school student Janie Hannagan has been uncontrollably drawn into other people's dreams, but it is not until she befriends an elderly
nursing home patient and becomes involved with an enigmatic fellow-student that she
discovers her true power.
The Walls Around Us
Nova Ren Suma
Orianna and Violet are ballet dancers and best friends, but when the ballerinas who
have been harassing Violet are murdered, Orianna is accused of the crime and sent to
a juvenile detention center where she meets Amber and they experience supernatural
events linking the girls together.
Wereling
Steve Feasey
Is he a boy or is he a beast? Demons are closing in on every side, and the most psychopathic bloodsucker to rock the Netherworld wants to destroy him. And Trey is falling
for a girl who is half vampire, half human, and insanely pretty.
What We Knew
Barbara Stewart
When Tracy and Lisa were kids, stories about a man -- a creep who exposes himself to
little girls -- kept them out of the woods. But Tracy and Lisa aren't little anymore, and
the man in the woods is nothing but a stupid legend. Right? But someone is in the
woods. Someone is watching. And he knows all their secrets, secrets they can't tell anyone -- not even each other. Reality is more terrifying than the most chilling myth,
and what they discover will test the bonds of friendship, loyalty, and love.

Passenger
Alexandra Bracken
In one devastating night, Etta Spencer loses everything she knows and loves. Thrust
into an unfamiliar world by a stranger with a dangerous agenda, Etta is certain of only
one thing: she has traveled not just miles, but years from home. And she's inherited a
legacy she knows nothing about from a family whose existence she's never heard of.
Nicholas Carter is content with his life at sea, free from the Ironwoods-a powerful family
in the Colonies-and the servitude he's known at their hands. But with the arrival of an
unusual passenger on his ship comes the insistent pull of the past that he can't escape
and the family that won't let him go. Now the Ironwoods are searching for a stolen object of untold value, one they believe only Etta, his passenger, can find. Nick must ensure she brings it back to them-whether she wants to or not. Together, they embark on
a perilous journey across centuries and continents, piecing together clues left behind by
the traveler who will do anything to keep the object out of the Ironwoods' grasp.

